Creative Commons Aotearoa New Zealand
The Royal Society of New Zealand
Minutes of the Meeting of the Advisory Panel
Friday 22 June 2012
Royal Society of New Zealand, Wellington
14:30 – 17:00
Present
Penny Carnaby (Chair), Keitha Booth, Helen Baxter (via teleconference), Dr Ilkka Havukkala,
Dr Wayne Mackintosh, Professor Anne Fitzgerald (via teleconference), Richard Best (Legal
Team), Andrew Matangi (Legal Team), Don Smith (The Society), Matt McGregor (Public
Lead, minutes). Apologies from Danny Butt, Colin Jackson, Hinerangi Himiona.
Update from the Chair
Penny discussed moves towards greater accessibility to research findings by the National
Health and Medical Research Council in Australia. Penny also highlighted COIAC’s short
briefing paper on increasing access to scholarly outputs.1 Penny then pointed to the likelihood
of significant changes to scholarly publishing, following the release of the Finch report in the
UK.2
The panel discussed the complications of open access policies in tertiary institutions. Further
discussion of these changes, including its relation to future PBRF rounds, is planned for the
Creative Commons meeting at Nethui in July.
Penny is a judge for the Australia and New Zealand Internet Awards. She asked panel
members to promote the awards across their networks.
Update from the Public Lead
Matt spoke to the update report, including the creation of further Creative Commons
resources. Andrew suggested adding an ‘executive summary’ to the current draft guide to the
adoption of Creative Commons policies in schools. Richard suggested recording future
Creative Commons presentations. Matt suggested creating generic CC presentation resources,
for use by CC supporters.
Matt outlined plans to work with DigitalNZ on this year’s Mix & Mash, and the panel
provided feedback.
The panel suggested framing future promotion to schools in terms of the Network for
Learning (N4L).
Helen suggested contacting the Big Idea if CCANZ creates any resources aimed at artists or
those working in the creative industries.
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The New Website
Richard showed screenshots of the new website. Richard will provide the panel with log-in
details, so that the panel has an opportunity to provide feedback, before the website goes live.
4.0 Licences
Richard outlined the feedback he provided to Creative Commons HQ on the 4.0 licences.
Richard will provide the panel with his feedback on the draft 4.0 licences.
Nethui and Creative Commons Meetup
The panel discussed the provision of a video feed.
Keitha will be hosting a session on open government.
Future Sustainability
Don stated that funding for coming year was confirmed, but that the project would require
external funding after the current arrangement expired in June 2013
The panel discussed several options for future funding, including sponsorship from large
organisations. The panel agreed that CCANZ should pursue several parallel funding paths.
CCANZ could also pursue funding for discrete projects. Richard pointed out the success of
crowdfunding sources like Kickstarter.
Wayne highlighted the need to keep the CCANZ community informed.
Additional
Keitha spoke to Colin Macdonald’s benchmark report on NZGOAL.3 The report states that
data champions are in all departments at senior level. There are encouraging signs of cultural
change within departments. More training on NZGOAL is required, especially with data
champions.
Wayne pointed out that New Zealand has not signed the Paris Declaration on Open
Educational Resources. NZ is represented at the OERu Congress. The TEC is also convening
an 'Open Seminar' later in the year.
Andrew mentioned his response to the CC 4.0 questionnaire from CC HQ.
Anne updated the panel on events at Creative Commons Australia.
Date of next meeting.
September 2012.
Meeting closed at 16.50
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